WHY ARE WE DIFFERENT?
This concept of having a house immune to all kind of terrorist or war
attack as well as to stand proudly against the rage of nature is unique in
itself. We are also determined to introduce the latest mode of payment
added with many added advantages. You can own a “My safe-House”
through Initial Coin Offering (ICO) where you not only buy token but
can do a lot more things which other currencies fails to offer.
It involves digital coins or tokens; they are always safe in your digital
wallets.





Track your investments as you have invested through tokens.
Trade your coin and can exit the investment by choice.
Easily accessible from any part of the globe.
Fully Insurance coverage in case your “My Safe-House” gets
damaged
When the fiat Currencies will hold no or little value, My Safe
House Cryptocurrency will shine like a sun.

MARKET POTENTIAL OF MYSAFEHOUSE
The market potential of “My Safe-House” is enormous because the
majority of the population worldwide is aware of the facts that threat
to their lives and the lives of their loved ones is real, and it is growing
with every day passing by. Families can go to any extent to ensure the

safety and well-being be of each other and therefore we are there to
help each family acquire a ‘safe-heavens’ for themselves.

MAIN BENEFIT FOR INVESTORS
We share a vision of togetherness, hope and safety and therefore our
investors not only receives a house that is immune to all attack but also
gets a chance to multiply their investment. With limited number of safe
house and the immense demand for it around the world the the value
of our token is bound to rise in future. Here are some added
advantages of investing in ‘My-Safe house’ :
 Your money grows with time.
 You get a safe heaven for you and your family.
 You have an access to our My-Safe House resources such as
healthy food and water.
 You get the product at a discounted rate and you can always sell
them to make some extra cash.
 Fully insured My-Safe House provides insurance to your
investments too.

BENEFITS OF HAVING MY SAFE HOUSE TOKENS
Tokens are currencies of digital nature and therefore it has some added
features and safety measures to it.
 Easily accessible across the world.
 Tracking the value of your investment hassle free.
 Can be converted into any currency wherever you plan to move in
crisis.
 The fall in dollar rate will not affect your money as through our
token you can buy other tangible assets such as gold.
My Safe House” will use Smart Contracts on Ethereum platform to
secure investors’ fund.
It is highly secure method of payment and ledger transaction, which
can’t be attacked by cyber criminals, natural disasters, EMP attacks, etc.

